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Abstract.  

We study the ascent of relatively volatile-rich basaltic magma through a vertical 

dike that intersects a horizontal tunnel or drift of comparable cross-sectional area to 

the dike and located about 300 - 400 m below the surface. This process is a simplified 

representation of some aspects of the possible interaction of a basaltic fissure eruption 

either with a sub-surface, man-made waste-repository, or with a natural sub-surface 

cavern, such as the limestone karsts in China. In the model, we assume that prior to 

breakthrough of the dike, the tunnel is maintained at atmospheric pressure. We examine 

the decompression and flow that develops following breakthrough into the tunnel. The 

model provides an averaged one-dimensional picture of the flow, averaging over the 

prescribed dike and tunnel geometry. It is based on the assumption that the basaltic 

magma remains in chemical equilibrium with the dissolved volatile phase. This volatile 

phase is mainly water and is exsolved from the melt as the mixture decompresses. The 

model predicts that for 2 weight percent water, the magma-gas mixture decompresses 

rapidly into the drift, and as it expands it generates a shock wave in the air displaced 

down the tunnel. This wave travels at a speed of order 500 m/s. If the tunnel end is 

closed, the shock wave is reflected between the tunnel end and magma-air interface and 

may be amplified by a factor of 15 - 50, with a high pressure region developing at the 

end of the tunnel. Owing to the difference in density and speed of sound in the air and 

the magma-gas mixture, a complex series of interacting shock waves develops near the 

end of the tunnel. The results indicate that due to this explosive expansion of magma
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in the drift, a region of maximum pressure in the drift may develop far from the dike.
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1. Introduction 

There has been considerable interest in quantifying eruption recurrence and long 

term eruption forecasting owing to the proposal to site a nuclear waste repository at 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada. This site is located in an area that has experienced relatively 

recent volcanic activity in the geological record. Indeed, the Lathrop Wells cinder cone 

is the product of the most recent eruptions in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain (Connor et 

al., 1997; and Heizler et al., 1999). New methodology for predicting volcanic recurrence 

rates, based on the historical record and geological constraints, have been developed 

by Condit and Connor (1996) and Connor et al. (1993, 1995, 1997, 1999). This work 

has identified that in the immediate area of Yucca Mountain, there is a probability of 

volcanic activity in the range 10- -_10- over the next 10' years. Such estimates of 

volcanic activity are significant, and lead to the interesting scientific question of the 

magma flow that may ensue if relatively volatile-rich basaltic magma, ascending in a 

dike, were to meet an underground tunnel, at a depth of order 300 - 400 m, but initially 

maintained at atmospheric pressure. This problem is of great interest, because of the 

possible effects on repository performance, i.e., the possible release of nuclear waste into 

the environment. The processes involved in such magma-dike-tunnel interaction may 

be extremely complex. In addition to the rapid decompression of the magma-volatile 

mixture, the geometry of the dike and tunnel may also evolve as pressures near the 

dike tip rapidly decrease. In this study we examine a simplified picture of such an 

event, examining some of the complex flow processes that might develop subject to the
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assumption that the dike and tunnel geometry are fixed or prescribed. This approach 

follows much of the established literature in which magma ascent is studied (Wilson 

et al., 1980; Wilson and Head, 1981; Jaupart and All~gre 1991, Woods, 1995), and 

enables us to develop some fundamental insights into aspects of the basic magma 

physics. As well as being of interest for the problem at hand, our study may also provide 

new insights into observations of magmatic intrusions in limestone karsts, which have 

recently been reported in China (Wu, personal communication, 1999). Our work is also 

related to a curious event during the eruption of Krafla volcano in Iceland, 1977, in 

which a horizontal sill intersected a vertical geothermal bore-hole and triggered a small 

explosive eruption (Larsen et al., 1979).  

We initiate our model at the point when the dike, ascending through the crust, 

breaks through into the tunnel or drift. At this stage we expect that there will be a 

rapid decompression of the magma, and a dramatic increase in the flow rate. Prior 

to breakthrough, the magma in the dike will be driven upward with a typical speed 

of order 1 - 2 m/s by a combination of chamber overpressure and magma buoyancy, 

typically of the order of 1 - 2 MPa. Following breakthrough, the mixture will 

decompress and accelerate rapidly, reaching speeds of order 100 m/s. The ensuing flow 

is expected to resemble dynamics in a classical shock tube problem. The latter consists 

of initially quiescent flow with different pressures at either side of a diaphragm that is 

removed instantly (e.g., Whitham, 1974). The shock-tube analogy arises because the 

decompressing magma is effectively compressible due to the presence of the water-vapor
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bubbles, and because the original speed of the magma in the dike is low compared with 

the ensuing speed of the explosive volcanic flow in the air-filled drift. Although we will 

consider magma-air interactions in a more complex geometry where gravity plays a role, 

many essential aspects of the flow evolution of magma and air are captured by classical 

shock tube and idealized shock reflection problems. We therefore explore simplified 

models to develop some basic understanding before moving on to numerical simulations.  

As a first step in developing a leading-order description of the volcanic fluid 

dynamics in a dike-tunnel setting, the complex three-dimensional fluid dynamics of 

magma and air is simplified into a one-dimensional flow-tube model in an idealized 

geometry. The basaltic magma and exsolved volatiles form a multiphase mixture; 

following Wilson and Head (1991), we parameterize this as a pseudo-one-phase fluid 

with a monotonic relationship between pressure p and density p. Hence the magma is 

effectively compressible from a macroscopic view point. Although there has been some 

analysis of the effects of the relative motion between the bubbles, the bulk phenomena 

are comparable (Vergnoille and Jaupart, 1986). For simplicity we therefore neglect these 

effects herein.  

Modeling magma-air interaction requires some simplification of the geometry of the 

system; in the context of Yucca Mountain, there are plans to build a series of parallel 

tunnels, so that only a sector of the ascending magma would be tapped off into any 

given tunnel. We therefore focus on the flow in a single tunnel using the following 

simplification. A magma dike of characteristic width of the order of 1 - 2 m ascends
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through the rock from a magma chamber deep in the Earth's crust. At a certain 

time, it encounters a series of tunnels typically spaced about 80 m apart at a depth of 

300 - 400 m. This spacing defines the length of dike that interacts with one tunnel 

(Fig. la). The geometry is then mapped into a shock tube-type problem by assuming 

that the dike breaks through into the tunnel at time t = 0 either instantly or more 

slowly by increasing the connecting area over time. The geometry is sketched in Fig. lb.  

Fracture mechanics in dike or crack propagation is complicated and poorly 

understood. Crack propagation in an ascending dike is generally argued to be magma or 

fluid controlled. Lister (1990) and Lister and Kerr (1991) show that a steadily ascending 

dike with constant flow rate has a bulbuous head in which the width of the dike tip 

initially increases parabolically over 20 - 100 m, depending on the particular parameters.  

The magma is incompressible and in the dike tip a suction region of vapor forms, which, 

deep down into the crust, is underpressured relative to the ambient lithostatic pressure.  

It is the negative elastic stress required to lower the lithostatic pressure to the saturated 

vapor pressure of the liquid in the dike tip. Rubin (1993, 1995) considered similarity 

solutions for a growing dike when the excess pressure and dike tip suction remain 

constant. A cusped crack lies ahead of the magma, which is taken as incompressible at 

the depths Rubin is considering. The ratio of the length of this cavity behind the crack 

over the dike length diminishes rapidly as function of the ratio of the suction pressure 

in the cavity to the excess pressure. More recently, M6riaux et al. (1999) argued that 

crack propagation is dominated by the magma fluid dynamics, and that the damaged
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zone in the rock around the tip is narrow, in support of the original predictions of Lister 

(1990). However, the solutions of Lister et al. correspond to an idealized situation. In 

reality, the stress distribution in the rock will change due to the presence of the tunnels 

and hence the ascent of the dike will become unsteady. In particular, a dike approaching 

a series of drifts is thought to rotate into the direction orthogonal to the local least 

compressive stress (e.g. Rubin 1995). Although one could consider the higher-order 

effects of the change in stress distribution by the drift as a far-field contribution to 

the ascending dike, we prescribe the (time-dependent) geometry of the dike walls from 

the onset -this may be considered as a worst-case scenario. Following the results of 

Lister (1990), we consider a dike tip that narrows over about 40 m to a nozzle area 

at the dike-drift intersection. We present both simulations in which the nozzle area is 

fixed in time and ones in which the nozzle acts as an iris and opens from a very small 

value to its larger final value. The latter is a very simple parameterization to examine 

the effect of the opening or closing of the dike-drift intersection. As far as we know, 

no model has been developed in which a (steadily) ascending dike is modeled with 

compressible bubbly magma in the nose and denser, perhaps incompressible, magma 

at lower depths. Our geometrical picture is based on the assumption that the dike 

propagation is controlled by magma flow. We note that in some situations, a dry, i.e., 

empty fracture may propagate ahead of the magma-filled dike (Rubin 1993, 1995). This 

is not considered in the present work, since we focus on a worst-case scenario.  

Using the left-right symmetry in a dike that intersects a drift in a perpendicular
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manner, we only consider one half of the dike-drift configuration. As a further 

simplification of the geometry, a one-dimensional flow-tube model is constructed by 

smoothly connecting the flow from dike into drift as is sketched in Fig. Ic. In the 

flow-tube model, all fluid variables such as velocity, density, pressure and energy depend 

only on time t and on a curvilinear spatial coordinate ýj along the average flow path.  

The flow-tube configuration in Fig. ic displays the connecting arc between dike and 

drift. The dashed-dotted line indicates the central line of flow ý1. The dynamics in 

the flow-tube model consists of compressible dynamics for basaltic magma and gas 

dynamics for air. Alternatively, the flow-tube model can be derived by averaging the 

three-dimensional compressible flow equations over the cross-sectional areas of the 

flow tube. To obtain closure, the resulting Reynolds stress terms are parameterized 

to leading order by simple frictional parameterizations. In its inviscid limit, the 

one-dimensional flow-tube model is equivalent to flow in a circular tube with varying 

cross-section and gravitational influence. However, the introduction of frictional terms 

again introduces geometrical effects which lead to stronger friction in the narrow dike 

than in the drift. In three dimensions, the high-pressure basaltic magma is expected 

to shoot upward and sideways after encountering the underpressured air-filled tunnel, 

since the magma follows the path of least resistance and flows rapidly into the drifts.  

An oblique shock wave in air then develops, as in a two-dimensional shock tube 

problem, and reflects repeatedly against the drift walls. When the end of a drift and the 

dike-drift intersection are well-separated, this shock straightens after several reflections
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into a quasi-one-dimensional propagating shock towards the end of the drift. After 

breakthrough the magma has to turn into the drift and form its own flow tube set by 

the intrinsic fluid dynamics. In the one-dimensional model this effective flow path is 

modeled geometrically by introducing a nozzle of typical area 7 d w; this corresponds 

to the area of a circular band as wide as the dike with d the diameter of the drift and 

w the (half)-width of the dike. In some of the simulations, this nozzle or iris is slowly 

opened from a very small value to its final value, corresponding to an opening dike 

after breakthrough. The time-varying cross-sectional area turns out to exert a hydraulic 

control on the dynamics in the flow-tube model.  

The advantage of a one-dimensional flow-tube model above higher-dimensional fluid 

models lies in its simplicity. Neglecting a detailed study of the transition from vertical 

magma flow in the dike to a horizontal one in the drift may seem severe, but flow-tube 

models allow study of transient volcanic fluid dynamics for a substantially larger part 

of parameter space. As a result, it is therefore relatively straightforward to study the 

sensitivity of numerical solutions to parameter variation. We assess the sensitivity of 

explosive magma-air interactions as function of volatile content, overpressure, friction, 

and with respect to variations in the cross-sectional area between dike and drift -the 

latter as function of width and time. In addition, we consider simplified magma-air 

interactions in cases where the dike closes due the drop in pressure in the dike after 

breakthrough. This is done by investigating the flow after breakthrough from a dike of 

fixed finite length, of the order of 50 m to 500 m. Only a finite amount of magma is then
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released into the drift, even though we may expect the dike to open again at a later 

stage when pressure is rising near the dike-drift intersection.  

The results presented herein provide fundamental insights into magma-air 

interactions in a dike and drift system. They represent bounding calculations on the 

effects of explosive magma-air interactions in man-made or natural sub-surface caverns 

by on the one hand simplifying the geometry and fluid-dynamics, but on the other hand 

compensating these simplifications by assessing a large range of parameter space. Our 

premise is that reality will lie somewhere within the parameter range studied.  

The mathematics of a flow tube model are introduced in section 2. The dike-drift 

geometry and the basic processes involved are explained in 3. The fluid dynamics of two 

basic processes, the shock tube phase and the shock reflection phase, are explored in a 

series of idealized shock tube and shock reflection problems in magma and air (section 

3.1). The reference simulation of magma-air interactions in the full-fledged dike-drift 

geometry is then interpreted in terms of these idealized processes (section 3.2). Finally, 

the sensitivity of these interactions is studied in a parameter study in section 4 as a 

function of various parameters and geometries.  

2. Flow-tube model 

The fluid equations of the compressible dynamics of magma and air are introduced 

next. These equations form the basis for our analytical and numerical investigations of 

explosive magma-air dynamics.
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The multiphase basaltic fluid of melt and volatiles is modeled as an isothermal 

compressible fluid with a parameterized equation of state. The density p of this fluid 

equals the reciprocal of the volume occupied by a unit mass of the mixture of exsolved 

volatiles (gas), dissolved volatiles (liquid) and melt. The mass fraction of exsolved 

volatiles is n(p). Dissolved volatiles and melt are lumped together as an incompressible 

mixture of mass fraction 1 - n(p) and an overall density o, giving 

p(p) (n(p) RT 1 -n_(p)>() P()= + P + a1 

Here R?, ; 462 J kg-' K 1 is the gas constant for H 2 0 in the basaltic mixture, fixed 

temperature T = 1000 - 1200 K, and lumped melt-liquid density 0, - 2500 kgm- 3 .  

Bubbles and melt are assumed to be in chemical equilibrium such that Henry's law 

(Sparks 1978) 

n(p) = n - n,_- no - SHP (2) 

applies with total volatile content n0 = 1.0 - 2.5 weight percent (wt%) and with Henry's 

constant SH P 3 x 10-1 Pa-1/2 and /3 • 1/2 for basaltic magmas. The model is a 

leading-order approximation to the complicated physics of the multi-phase melt-volatile 

mixture. Supersaturation effects are neglected, and we assume there is negligible slip 

between the phases.  

Eventually all the volatiles become dissolved when the pressure reaches a critical 

pressure Pc where n(p = p,) = 0 [see (2)]. For example, given the values of SH and /3 

above and no = 0.01, 0.025 wt% we get p, = (no/SH)1/0 z 1.11, 6.9 MPa. For p > p,, the 

flow is incompressible and the speed of sound in our model is therefore infinite. In the
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present study we only consider pressures p < p,, although one could in principle couple 

the incompressible and compressible regions of the pseudo one-phase fluid modeled by 

(1) and (2) for p < Pc, and p = u for p > Pc, as has been done in models with stationary 

flow.  

In the dike-drift configuration a representative , (x, y, z)-coordinate may be 

identified with corresponding cross-section A(ý,, t), normal to ý1-isolines, as is illustrated 

in Fig. ic by the dashed-dotted line. Any time-dependence of the cross-sectional area 

A aims to model the response of the rock walls to pressure and its gradients in the dike 

or drift, or to the movement of large objects in the drift as a consequence of pressure 

gradients and viscous forces. A one-dimensional system, obtained by averaging over cross 

sections and by neglecting flow in cross-sectional planes, is derived by considering mass 

and momentum density conservation in a control volume h, A(&I, t) dý,. Momentum 

density is defined as pA ul and hi = hi (61) is the scale factor of the curvilinear 

coordinate. Pressure in the 61-direction acts both on the slices at 61 and 61 + A61, giving 

"a contribution - -D(pA)/9l 1 , and on the flow tube walls between these slices, giving 

"a contribution - p &A/e2a1 . The gravitational force is a volume force. For the basaltic 

fluid we then find the following equations of motion (e.g., Whitham, 1974): 

9(p A Au) 1 p OA p AguAz(6 1 ) 
+--ia pAu+pA) - __ ___ 

6(pA) 1 a p = 0, (3) 

where u = ul is the 61-component of the velocity, and -F 1 the parameterized forcing 

and/or dissipation. In a vertical dike or conduit, we have 61 = z and h, = 1, and
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in a horizontal tunnel ýj = x and h, = 1. We can regard (3) as an average of the 

three-dimensional compressible flow equations over cross sections in which the frictional 

stress terms are replaced by dissipation Fl.  

It is not well understood how to model the frictional forces of the bubbly magmatic 

liquid owing to its complex rheology. An effective viscosity has been shown to increase 

with volatile exsolution and also with the pressure of bubbles (Jaupart and All~gre, 

1991); an empirical parameterization of frictional dissipation in a high-viscosity 

magmatic foam, averaged over the cross-sectional area, and proportional to the velocity 

was proposed 
3 to e(5- °° ) 100 no )-5/2 

F1 2 L2u (4) 
2L 

with Le a typical length scale, e.g., the width of the dike or the radius of drift or conduit, 

and M0 = 10 - 100 kg m-' s-1. Relation (4) has validity when the vesicularity or void 

fraction 
1 

1= + (1 -n) p/(nPRTa)(5 

of the mixture remains below the point of fragmentation when < a with a = 70 - 90% 

(Woods, 1995). As 0 evolves through this regime, the gas becomes the continuous phase 

and frictional forces diminish. So when 0 > a, a simple parameterization for turbulent 

flow in a pipe was proposed by Wilson et al. (1980): 

F, = 0.0025 ' (6) 
Le 

We can, of course, view these frictional parameterizations as a very crude, leading-order
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(turbulent) closure for the unknown Reynolds stress terms. Both parameterizations refer 

through the length scale L, to the geometry of the cross section. In the inviscid limit 

when FI = 0 the shape of the cross sections is arbitrary while their area is specified, but 

when the frictional terms described above are added the area shape is specified through 

a characteristic cross-sectional width Le. In our dike-drift system Le is five times smaller 

in the dike than in the drift; friction in the dike is thus five to 25 times larger than in 

the drift.  

Similarly, the one-dimensional, averaged compressible equations of motion for air 

(e.g., Batchelor, 1967) are: 

a(paAua) U2±PA p g A a z(ý,) Ot + a-•- (pA au + p,,A) = -A Fý + p'"lOIA pgh Z•)• 

at hAa6hia hi aý 
a(pa A) 1 & a P 

at hi•-• paua = 
&• 1 0 0 =01)O S+ 1 (Q+PaA) Ua) =-p'- -uAFa (7) 
at hi a~1~ a)a at 

in which subscripts "a" distinguish variables in air from ones in the basaltic fluid, and 

in which 

Q paA(IU 2+e+g(zzo)) (8) 

is the energy density of air with internal energy e. Air is modeled as an ideal gas with 

Pa = r'(8) pa• = (7y - 1) Pa e, where r, = n(s) is a function of entropy s and -Y = cp/c, = 1.4 

is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and volume, respectively. Viscous 

forces in air will be ignored, i.e., Fa = 0.  

The basaltic fluid and air are separated by an interface. In the one-dimensional
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flow-tube model, the interface between the basaltic fluid on one side and air on the 

other is marked by a fluid parcel at position ýl = ý (t). The dynamics of this parcel is 

governed by 

dt hi' 

dui _ 1 Op 1 Opa (9) 
dt ph, 6=ýi(t) Pa hl a • =1 64)9 

where velocity ui(t) = u(ý = ýj(t), t) and pressure are continuous across the interface, 

while density is generally not. Since we focus on high-speed inertial effects, diffusion of 

heat across the interface is neglected.  

Except for the forcing, geometric and gravitational terms, the remaining hyperbolic 

part of the equations of motion is written in conservative form. The dynamics of shocks 

in basaltic flows is governed by momentum and mass conservation across discontinuities.  

Energy is additionally conserved in air because entropy is increasing across a shock in 

accordance with the second law of thermodynamics (Courant and Friedrichs, 1948).  

Conservative formulations of (3) and (7) form the basis of numerical discretizations in 

which shocks are properly simulated.  

2.1. Scaling and numerics 

Numerical integration is performed using dimensionless equations and numerical 

values are chosen to lie close to unity to improve numerical stability. By considering 

the equations of motion and state for the magma, the following scalings for various
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parameters have been adopted: 

p = Pop', p=pop', t=(L,/U)t', x=Lx', 

u = U u', n(p) = no n'(p'), a = po o' 

with P0 = no R, T po and U2 = Fo/po. A Froude number F1 = Po/(po g L,), frictional 

number v = jto/(L P\/-P-opo), and volatile saturation 6 = s PFo//no will appear in the 

scaled equations of motion and equations of state for basaltic magmas and air.  

In order to solve the partial differential equations (3) and (7) for such high-speed 

flows, in which frictional effects will play a minor role, the major task is to discretize the 

inviscid, conservative and gravitational components of the dynamics properly. Shock

capturing second- and third-order Local Lax Friedrich and Essentially Non-Oscillatory 

numerical schemes have been used (Shu and Osher, 1988, 1989; Liu and Osher, 1998).  

Code validation and development have been reported in detail in Bokhove (1999).  

In particular, code validation consisted of comparing numerical solutions with exact 

inviscid solutions of stationary, moving and reflected shocks, and shock tubes for pure 

magma, pure air, and magma and air combined.  

3. Basic processes in a dike-drift system 

A typical cross section of the magma dike and repository drift (Fig. 1) is given in 

Fig. 2. The drift is assumed to be unfilled as a simplification, since the cross-sectional 

area of the canisters is small relative to the cross section of the drift. In the one

dimensional flow-tube model the connection between dike and drift is for simplicity
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represented as an elliptical arc.  

Characteristic scales in the configuration are: the length of the magma dike Ldike, 

the distance from the origin 0 to the end of the drift Ldrift, arc length Larc = d E(m) 

where E(m) is the elliptical integral of the second kind with m = (d2 - w 2)/d 2, and 

the overall length Lend. For dikes of greater extent, the pressure rises above the critical 

pressure P, = (no/SH)1/W for which all volatiles are dissolved in the magma. Therefore, 

we restrict dike lengths so that the pressure remains below this critical pressure Pc

Given the geometry, the effect of gravity in the flow-tube model is present in the dike, 

but diminishes in the arc and ultimately has no influence in the drift [cf., (3)].  

The cross-sectional area A(ý,, t) of the flow tube is constant in the drift and in 

most of the dike, Adike, for 61 < Lend - Ldrift - (1/2) L - d but narrows in a nozzle 

or transition zone with minimum area A = - d w before it enlarges to the constant 

drift area, Adrift. The cross-sectional area in the nozzle is chosen to be the area of a 

circular strip of width w and diameter d, e.g. r d w, or a large fraction thereof and is 

thus smaller than the drift area. The characteristic spacing between drifts determines 

L. This smooth transition from the narrower nozzle area to the dike area over length 

L/2 has some similarity with the bulbuous dike-tip model solutions of Lister (1990), 

especially when we let the nozzle area grow from a very small value to its final one.  

This transition zone model is, however, a much simplified picture of the characteristic 

three-dimensional flow path and volume between dike and drift. In the flow-tube model, 

pressure, density and velocity depend only on one spatial coordinate. Most spatial
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resolution for the numerical solution is needed in the region of prime interest around the 

dike-drift intersection and in the drift. Instead of ýj a smooth coordinate transformation 

to another coordinate is made for which the numerical grid is regular. This yields a 

coarser &l-grid near the bottom of the magma dike.  

We consider a basaltic magma with at first the following reference parameter 

values T = 1000 K, = 2500 kg m-3, no = 2 wt%, sH = 3 x 10-6 Pa-1/2 ,R R = 

462 J kg-1 K- 1, and 6 = 0.5. Given the proposed dimensions of the repository site 

at Yucca mountain and its geology, we also use the following reference parameters: 

L = 80 m,)w = 1m, d = 5 m, Adrift Z 19.64 m 2, Adike = 80 M 2, Ldrift = 2 0 0 m, Ldike = 

1075 m; friction [o = 10 kg m- 1 s- 1. Lithostatic pressure PL = u g D = 10 MPa at 

D 400 m and overpressure P, = 10 MPa give a total pressure at the dike tip of about 

Pt= 20 MPa; and the critical void fraction at the point of fragmentation is taken as 

a =70%.  

The initial condition for the reference simulation is zero flow on either side of the 

drift entrance; there is a hydrostatic pressure gradient in the magma dike with a pressure 

Pt = 20 MPa at the dike tip, and air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature 

in the drift. The initial magma pressure and density can be determined by combining 

the equation of state and the hydrostatic balance condition in one relation, whose root 

can be found numerically to yield the pressure. Except for the hydrostatic balance, the 

initial condition is reminiscent of one for a classical shock tube.  

We can roughly distinguish three phases in the fluid dynamical processes that occur
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after the dike encounters the tunnel. These phases are found in the schematic Fig. 3 

of the dike-tunnel system with its curvi-linear coordinate ýj and varying cross section.  

After the magma breaks through into the tunnel, the first phase, 1, of the magma-air 

interaction begins. The initial flow closely resembles a classical, idealized shock tube 

problem in a uniform, horizontal pipe with magma on the left and air on the right.  

Three consecutive pressure profiles versus spatial coordinate ýj of such an idealized 

shock tube problem in a horizontal pipe show that as time advances a rarefaction wave 

travels into the high pressure magma to the left, while a shock wave develops in the air 

which is displaced by the magma (Fig. 3). The magma-air interface lags behind this 

shock wave and is marked by the solid circles. This idealized solution follows from an 

exact implicit relationship between pressure, temperature and velocity, which is solved 

with a numerical root-finding routine. Since pressure and velocity are continuous across 

the magma-air interface, this interface is only revealed in density profiles. The influence 

of gravity will slightly modify the detailed propagation of the high-speed rarefaction 

wave in the vertical cross sections.  

In the second phase, 2, the incoming shock wave in air reflects against the end wall 

of the tunnel. After a series of shock reflections back and forth between the drift end 

wall and the magma-air interface, a strongly amplified shock develops in the magma 

and travels back into the tunnel against the flow of incoming magma. The shock 

amplification against drift wall and magma-air interface is clearly visible in an idealized 

numerical calculation of phase 2 (Fig. 3). The initial pressure profile is shown versus
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horizontal coordinate ý1, and consecutive profiles after regular time intervals are shown 

in the same graph but with the pressure on the ordinate increased by a constant value 

in each successive plot. The pressure at the open boundary of the domain, on the left, 

thus remains 0.2 MPa during the time shown. Consecutive positions of the interface are 

indicated by circles in the profiles.  

In the final phase, 3, the rarefaction wave and reflected shock waves travel down 

into the dike and diminish in magnitude due to hydrostatic and frictional effects. Two 

pressure profiles at different times show how the rarefaction wave and shock waves 

propagate to the left (Fig. 3; the dashed pressure profile is at a later time than the 

solid one). A second shock wave has arisen because part of the large reflected shock 

in magma is transmitted through the nozzle or dike-drift intersection and part of it is 

reflected back into the drift. After these waves leave the domain, the flow comes to rest 

and in hydrostatic balance, while the air in the drift is compressed to a small volume 

against the drift end wall.  

To gain understanding of the shock reflection phase, two idealized problems will 

be considered next. We initially deal with a horizontal shock tube, and neglect the 

effects of gravity and the geometry of the dike-tunnel system. Subsequently we examine 

how the simple results are modified in a reference simulation. Note that the initial 

conditions in these idealized simulations and the reference simulation are different. We 

have summarized various simulations in Table 1.
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3.1. Idealized solutions of rarefaction and shock waves 

It is difficult to derive a solution for the reflection of the shock wave arising from a 

shock tube because of the evolving rarefaction wave. In order to help develop insight, we 

separately examine an idealized shock tube problem and the reflection of a shock in air 

between the tunnel wall and the magma-air interface. For the reflecting shock problem, 

we assume constant but generally different values of pressure, phase or density on either 

side of shocks and interfaces in order to understand the magma and air interaction.  

Parameter values for the magma are taken to equal those we used earlier but the initial 

conditions are varied.  

3.1.1. A shock tube in magma and air. The space-time diagram in Fig. 4 

explains the dynamics in a horizontal shock tube, in which gravity and viscosity are 

ignored. Initially, there is zero flow with the dense, high-pressure magma to the left 

and the air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature to the right of the interface.  

Subsequent flow consists of a high-speed shock in air, which propagates to the right 

ahead of the interface and a backward propagating rarefaction wave. The exact shock 

relations in air are well known (e.g. Courant and Friedrichs, 1948; Whitham, 1974) 

and can be connected to the exact expressions for the rarefaction wave in magma by 

requiring continuity of velocity and pressure across the magma-air interface. In Fig. 5a), 

we graph the speed of the shock in air versus the initial magmatic overpressure Pt in the 

dike (solid line). In Fig. 5b), we graph the time required for this shock wave to reach 

the end of a 200 m tunnel, say, versus the overpressure (solid line). The shock speed
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in air is high, of the order of 400 - 600 m/s, and reaches the end of a 200 m tunnel, 

say, in a fraction of a second. The speed of the incoming mixture of ash, gas, and air 

behind the shock wave is lower, since the shock wave propagates quickly ahead of the 

interface. This speed of the interface between magma and air is given by the thin solid 

line (Fig. 5a). An increased overpressure is seen to lead to higher sound speeds and 

shorter traveling times. In addition to the magma-air shock tube problem, we have also 

graphed the shock speeds and travel time for shock tube problems with only a magmatic 

fluid and only air, respectively. In these latter two cases, the high-pressured magma 

or air lies to the left, while the magmatic or air pressure to the right is atmospheric.  

These solutions for pure magma and pure air are denoted by dashed and dotted lines 

respectively (Fig. 5). With a thin dashed-dotted line we also indicate the speed of the 

internal interface in pure air. (There is no such interface in a pure magmatic fluid since 

density/pressure and velocity govern the dynamics as the magma is isothermal). By 

comparing the solutions for pure magma, pure air, and magma and air side by side, 

we note that shock and interface speeds are highest in pure air and lowest in pure 

magma, with speeds in the magma and air combination lying between these two pure 

cases. More importantly, we note that the shock speeds do not drop significantly till 

Pt < 2 MPa. In other words, even for dike-tip pressures significantly lower than the 

10 MPa lithostatic pressure, shocks remain high speed. All the above solutions of shock 

tube problems are solved by standard methods (e.g. Whitham, 1974; details are found 

in Bokhove, 1999) and are exact except for the use of a root-finding routine.
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3.1.2. Shock reflection in magma and air. When states with constant 

values are considered in the absence of gravity and explicit friction and in a horizontal 

pipe mimicking the end of the drift, the dynamics may be solved exactly by tracking 

each shock-shock, shock-wall and shock-interface interaction in space and time. The 

space-time diagram in Fig. 6 explains the evolution.  

Initially, dense, high-pressure basaltic fluid in constant state 1 flows towards the 

wall; across the interface in state 2, velocity and pressure in air are continuous and hence 

the same as in state 1, but the air density has a lower value; the shock in air approaches 

the wall faster then the interface, and demarcates air state 2 from air state 3 while the 

latter is at rest. At time To, the shock in air reflects and amplifies against the wall, the 

reflected shock reflects against the interface at time T1, which has moved forward, and 

so on. The interface-shock reflection yields a reflected shock and a transmitted shock, 

the latter propagates in the basaltic fluid. The first couple of transmitted shocks are still 

swept towards the wall because they are unable to overcome the incoming fluid speed 

ul in state 1. They are, however, traveling away from the interface. Several transmitted 

shocks are thus generated in the basaltic fluid, the later ones overtake and annihilate 

the earlier ones and increase the speed of the shock front in the magma. Finally, a 

strongly-amplified shock in the magma propagates away from the wall with great speed.  

When a shock generated by an explosion under water meets the air-water interface, 

a shock in air is formed while a rarefaction wave propagates back into the water.  

Contrary to this air-water interaction, the initial shock in the tunnel propagates in the
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less dense medium: air. Each shock-interface interaction yields two shocks till finally 

the air has become dense enough to support the propagation of the shock through the 

interface while a rarefaction wave unfolds in the air (see, e.g., Courant and Friedrichs 

1948). Numerical evidence in Fig. 7 supports this picture (Fig. 6). Velocity, density and 

pressure profiles have been plotted after regular time intervals. Each consecutive profile 

has been shifted upward by a constant amount, relative to the previous profile. That 

is, zero pressure for the initial pressure profile corresponds to the zero on the vertical 

scale, zero pressure for the first profile corresponds to AP Z 0.2 MPa on the vertical 

scale, etcetera, and similarly for velocity and density. (The pressure profiles of phase 2 

in Fig. 3 show an enlargement of the first few shock reflections of this simulation.) In 

particular, pressure and velocity profiles indicate the nature of the pressure rise in the 

air pocket following each shock reflection, while the movement of the interface emerges 

in the density profile. Note that the density jump of the shock in air has a comparatively 

small magnitude. In contrast, a large jump across the transmitted shock in magma 

appears after the first shock-interface encounter in profile 6. The shock reflection in 

Fig. 6 can in principle be solved exactly, although it requires root finding routines; 

further study of this resonating phenomenon is in progress.  

As the magma-air interface slows down and finally arrests, the dynamics are no 

longer presented accurately by the flow-tube model. Upon slowing down, a gravity 

current must form, fill the floor at the end of the drift, and leave an air pocket in the 

upper corner, which will slowly start to spread across the ceiling of the drift. The
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dynamics of gravity currents is not captured by the flow-tube model. Wave speeds of 

these gravity currents, of the order of Vg/ d - 7 m/s (with reduced gravity g'), are much 

slower than those of the acoustic shock and rarefaction waves.  

3.2. Reference simulations 

In the following, a comprehensive account is given of a simulation with parameter 

values typical for relatively volatile-rich basaltic magmas. Remaining simulations that 

comprise the parameter study are straightforward variations on the basic geometry 

and parameter set used therein. The initial conditions and geometries of simulations 

presented onwards differ from those presented previously. Nearly all simulations have 

been verified against double resolution runs. (Simulation numbers refer to tables in 

Bokhove (1999).) 

Flow profiles during the first 2.734 s of the reference simulation are shown in Fig. 8.  

The typical shock-tube profiles of phase 1 (see Fig. 3) govern the dynamics till the shock 

in air reflects against the end wall of the tunnel at ýj = 1277.6 m. A rarefaction wave is 

then seen to travel into the magma dike but it is modified by the presence of gravity in 

the arc and dike, and at later times by the high viscosity below the fragmentation level.  

Both pressure and velocity profiles reveal the interplay of shock reflection between drift 

wall and magma-air interface during the first tens of seconds. The density profile again 

strikingly marks the movement of the interface and the transmitted shock. Near the end 

of the simulation at t = 1.139 s a strongly amplified shock wave is seen to emerge in the
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magma. The pressure drop across the shock is about 50 times larger than the magnitude 

of the initial shock wave in air. Inertial flows dominate during the first couple of seconds 

and friction and fragmentation are of minor importance. (Remember that fragmentation 

is solely modeled through the dependence of the frictional parameterization on void 

fraction.) The shock reflection process in the references simulation therefore closely 

resembles the inviscid shock reflection process descibed before (compare Fig. 8 with 

Fig. 7 qualitatively since the precise geometry and initial conditions differ).  

When the simulation is followed for 11.39 s several new phenomena become apparent 

(Fig. 9). The remarkable shock amplification considered in the previous simulation 

occurs within the first second (the first three frames summarize phase 2). While the 

rarefaction wave travels back into the dike, the large reflected shock wave propagates 

away from the wall. Before it reaches the dike-drift transition (at ýj = 1077.6 m) 

it encounters an anomaly associated with a choking or hydraulic condition at the 

nozzle (Courant and Friedrichs 1948). This phenomenon appears already earlier in 

the simulation (Fig. 8). After the first reflected shock has reached the transition, a 

transmitted shock of diminished size travels into the dike, dissipates and leaves the 

domain, while a reflected shock travels back into the drift, reflects against the wall, and 

after it reaches the transition its transmitted and reflected component decay (phase 3).  

Final profiles are close to hydrostatic equilibrium with a strongly compressed air pocket 

at the end of the tunnel.
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4. Parameter study 

The flow-tube model is one of the simplest models of transient volcanic flows. Since 

the model depends only on time and one spatial dimension, we investigate the dynamics 

for a large range of parameter values. The sensitivity to parameter changes is shown in 

two graphs: one graph shows the maximum pressure Pma, observed in the tunnel, and 

the other graph shows the shock amplification S versus the parameter range. The shock 

amplification S is defined as the pressure drop across the reflected shock in magma 

over the initial pressure drop across the shock in air. (When the maximum pressure 

coincides, numerically, with the initial pressure at the dike-tunnel intersection, we use 

the maximum pressure in the part of the tunnel that lies at least 50 m away from this 

intersection.) 

We begin to consider changes in initial dike-tip pressure Pt at the start of the 

simulation, while leaving all other parameters fixed. The maximum pressure observed 

in the tunnel lies between 10 MPa to 33 MPa (Fig. 10a) and the shock amplification 

lies between 28 and 51 (Fig. 10b) for dike-tip pressures in the range 12 - 25 MPa.  

For increasing values of Pt, we find that the rarefaction wave is larger and propagates 

faster into the dike; yet the position of the magma-air interface hardly changes in the 

investigated range of dike-tip pressures (not shown).  

A change in volatile content, while leaving other parameters fixed, can yield 

pressures in the magma dike beyond the critical pressure Pc above which all volatiles are 

dissolved and the magma is incompressible. To avoid these incompressible regions, the
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dike-tip pressure and the length of the magma dike have been reduced so that the fluid 

in the computational domain remains compressible, with pressures below Pc. Maximum 

pressure in the tunnel and the shock amplification are found in Fig. 11 (note that 

dike-tip pressure has changed for the lower volatile content simulations). By interpreting 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 in tandem, we see that an increase in volatile content leads to a 

small decrease of the maximum pressure in the tunnel and the shock amplification, for 

fixed dike-tip pressure.  

The effect of variation in the frictional parameter /go (4) is next explored while 

leaving other parameters untouched. Increased friction is seen to lead to reduced 

pressures in the drift and reduced pressure drops for reflected magma shocks; the 

maximum pressure and the shock amplification are reduced by 10 MPa and 50 %, 

respectively, when the frictional coefficient [o in (4) increases an order of magnitude 

(Fig. 12). The reflected shock in magma is also less pronounced, while the magnitude of 

the shock in air remains similar, because friction in air is negligible. Increased friction 

drastically slows down the speed of the rarefaction wave in the magma dike (not shown).  

When the void fraction (5) of the magma remains small, the mixture resembles 

a high-viscosity foam and viscosity is parameterized by (4). Above the fragmentation 

level with critical void fraction a, the lower viscosity is parameterized by the turbulent 

flow law (6). Therefore, the explosive behavior of magma and air is expected to reduce 

as a function of increasing fragmentation level a. Three simulations with a• = 70%, 80% 

and 90 %, respectively, reveal a sharp decrease of about 70 % in the reflected shock wave
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amplitude (Fig. 13b), while the maximum pressure observed in the tunnel (Fig. 13a) 

and the rarefaction wave remain the same. An increase of the fragmentation level 

corresponds to more high viscosity magma and less gaseous low-viscosity turbulent 

magma. The rarefaction wave propagates in all cases in the highly viscous magma 

dike and is unchanged, but the higher viscosity for magma in the drift implies lower 

and slower shock magnitude and speed. The increased viscosity essentially leads to a 

reduced volume flux, which then yields lower shock amplification of the reflected shock 

in magma. At later stages the reflected shocks in the simulations with fragmentation 

levels at 80 % and 90 % undergo further amplification due to an interaction with the 

hydraulic wave behind the constriction. To contrast the dynamic process with the 

reference simulation, the time evolution is shown in Fig. 14 for a = 80 %.  

4.1. Alternate dike-drift transitions 

The quiescent initial condition used so far mimicks the sudden breakthrough of 

magma from dike into drift, and the fixed nozzle geometry is meant to represent a 

typical flow path. Viable alternatives exist that are arguably equally realistic. The 

connection between dike and drift could, for example, open gradually. A dike-drift 

nozzle is therefore considered that opens during one second or ten seconds from 

0.79 m 2 to -d w = 15.7 m2 after the simulation begins. Thereafter, the cross-sectional 

area remains constant. (A small but finite initial opening is used to avoid numerical 

instabilities.) The remaining set-up, including the initial condition, is the same as in the
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basis simulation in Fig. 9. When the nozzle is opened in one second, simulation (not 

shown) indicates that the dynamics slows down, the shock amplification takes about 

3 s instead of 1 s, but the final reflected shock wave in magma maintains its amplitude.  

The mass flow is seen to increase more gradually, but the transmitted magmatic shock 

near the interface still has to acquire enough speed and pressure head, by going through 

several reflection cycles between end wall and magma-air interface, before it is able to 

propagate away from the wall.  

The situation is altered when the nozzle is opened during ten seconds instead of 

one second. Shock amplification is still significant, but the pressure at the end of the 

tunnel is after 3.42 s only a third of the previously observed pressures. In addition, the 

amplification process is slower. As we follow this simulation to 11.39 s, we observe that 

the final pressure in the tunnel comes close to the initial dike-tip pressure (Fig. 15). We 

conclude, therefore, that when the nozzle opens within ten seconds the pressure will still 

rise to values close to the initial dike-tip pressure. However, the initial pressure anomaly 

at the end of the tunnel is more localized when the nozzle opens faster.  

Alternative nozzle geometries at the dike-drift transition can speed up the dynamics.  

In the following variation on the reference simulation cross-sectional area A(ý) is fixed 

in time but varies linearly in ýI from dike to drift. The basic results remain similar, but 

both shock and rarefaction wave propagate slightly faster. Since the nozzle is expanding 

from drift to dike, the reflected shock wave in magma is mainly transmitted at the 

nozzle, in contrast to the situation for the simulation in Fig. 9 where an approaching
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shock is partly transmitted and partly reflected because the cross-sectional area first 

contracts at the nozzle before it expands to its large dike value.  

The dynamics in a dike that closes up as magma is withdrawn can be modeled 

crudely by releasing magma into the drift from a dike with only a short and finite 

depth. We consider therefore the ensuing magma flows after breakthrough for four 

representative, finite dikes of depth 50, 100, 300 and 500 m, respectively. In all these four 

cases, the maximum pressure observed in the drift remains above 12 MPa due to the 

shock amplification process (Fig. 17), even though the final pressure in the system after 

about 11 s is lower (between 7 MPa and 17 MPa). The shock amplification lies again 

around 50 for dike depths beyond 100 m (Fig. 17).  

5. Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper, we have analyzed a flow-tube model of magma-air interactions in 

an idealized dike-drift geometry (Fig. 1). A dike of constant width and characteristic 

length is smoothly connected with a uniform and cylindrical horizontal drift. Although 

in practice the tip of the dike would slowly ascend from a magma chamber and advance 

towards the subsurface repository drifts, the magma-air interactions studied here start 

from rest after a diaphragm between dike and drift is broken (Fig. lb,c).  

In accordance with the idealized shock tube, hydraulic control, shock-interface and 

shock-wall reflection problems, the simulations presented herein show a rarefaction wave 

traveling into the magma dike, and a complex interaction of rarefaction and reflected
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shock wave interactions in the drift. The initial shock wave in the compressed air travels 

to the end of the tunnel with speeds of order 500 m/s. Strong shock amplification, 

between 15 and 50 times, results as a consequence of a "resonating" process of the initial 

shock in air between the magma-air interface and the drift end wall. That resonance 

process is consistent with analysis and simulations in idealized interface-wall shock 

reflection problems (section 3.1). Typically, the resonating process in a drift with an end 

wall 200 m from the dike-drift intersection is finished in about one to two seconds. After 

about ten seconds, the reflected shock wave in magma has propagated about 1000 m 

into the dike.  

The sensitivity of our reference simulation, presented in section 3.2, has been 

assessed as a function of the initial dike-tip pressure, the volatile content of the magma, 

friction, fragmentation level, and nozzle geometry (section 4). This nozzle geometry 

with varying cross-sectional area mimicks the characteristic flow-tube area around the 

dike-drift transition, where the upward going magma turns around and flows into the 

horizontal tunnel. In accordance with our expectations, increasing the dike-tip pressure 

leads to larger rarefaction and amplified reflected shock waves. While the rarefaction 

and shock waves propagate somewhat faster, the interface movement is basically 

independent of changes in dike-tip pressure in the range 12 - 25 MPa. Changes of 

volatile content are hard to implement without modifying dike-tip pressure or without a 

model that can handle both (nearly) incompressible and compressible magma together 

(see point (ii) below). Along with the volatile content, dike-tip pressure and dike depth
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have also been changed in order to avoid incompressible regions, in which all volatiles 

are dissolved, in our computational domain. But we could discern that for decreasing 

volatile content, from 2.5 wt% to 1 wt%, the amplitude of the shock wave diminishes.  

An increase of frictional parameter yo, which appears in the frictional parameterization 

for magma below fragmentation, shows a slow-down in the speed of the rarefaction 

wave in the dike and a reduction in amplitude of the reflected shock. It is about 50 % 

for a tenfold increase of po. A similar reduction of about 30 - 70 % in the reflected 

shock amplitude occurs upon increasing the fragmentation level from 70 % through 

80 - 90 %. Rarefaction wave propagation speeds and interface positions are not affected 

by this change because a changing fragmentation level only affects low-pressure regions 

of magma with a large amount of exsolved volatiles (i.e., in the drift). We have also 

considered flow in linear and gradually opening nozzle geometries. These variations in 

nozzle geometry only changed details of the ensuing transient flows but did not eliminate 

the shock-amplification process (section 4.1). Finally, to crudely model the effect of a 

closing dike when magma is withdrawn we considered cases in which the dike depth is 

finite. The maximum pressures observed in the tunnel after breakthrough remain high, 

above 12 MPa for a 50 m deep finite dike and this rapidly increases for deeper dikes of 

finite length.  

In conclusion, our bounding calculations show that by reducing volatile content 

and dike-tip pressure to reasonable lower limits and by increasing frictional values 

and fragmentation levels to reasonable upper limits, the shock-wave amplitudes are
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diminished but by no means eliminated. The large increase of pressure at the end of the 

drift during the initial seconds is therefore argued to be a generic feature of magma-air 

interactions. A rule of thumb for open dikes is that the final pressure of the reflected 

shock wave in magma is of the order of the initial dike-tip pressure. In natural or 

artificial dike-tunnel systems a new dike or conduit may develop if absolute pressures 

and pressure gradients are sufficiently high, and our study suggests that a breakthrough 

is likely to arise first at the end of the tunnel away from the dike. That is, figures 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show that the high final pressure in the drift builds up from the end 

of the drift through the development of a high-pressure reflected shock wave. Whether 

breakthrough will occur at the end of a tunnel depends on the complicated and poorly 

understood interaction between fluid dynamics of the magma-air system and the rock 

mechanics associated with the dike. Further work is required to study this interaction.  

Although the model and parameter study described herein grasp the leading-order 

behavior of explosive magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system, details of several 

phenomena remain poorly understood. A number of important aspects which merit 

further research include: (i) coupling the flow-tube model to a simplified model of rock 

mechanics (e.g. Lister, 1990; Rubin, 1993; M~riaux et al., 1999) in order to assess how 

the dike walls react to pressure fluctuations in the magma after breakthrough; (ii) the 

stationary and transient flow in a one-dimensional flow-tube model in which a magma 

dike or conduit has formed at the end of a drift and has reached the Earth's surface; (iii) 

better characterization of the viscosity and bulk rheology of the magma-gas mixture,
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of the volatile exsolution rate and kinetics, and of the effects of phase separation; (iv) 

the formulation of a gravity-current model for the interface at the end of the drift, 

combined with the compressible magma and air flow; and finally (v) more refined 

modeling of transient flow profiles at the dike-drift transition and of gravity currents 

near the interface in two-dimensional laterally averaged or three-dimensional models.  
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Figure 1. (a) A magma dike is moving upward towards a drift filled with air at atmo

spheric pressure. (b) In an idealized and experimental configuration of a volcanic dike 

and drift, a vertical diaphragm (depicted at the beginning of the drift as a dashed light 

area) separates magma from air. When the membrane is removed, the dike-drift interac

tion begins. (c) The flow in a flow-tube model depends only on a smooth coordinate ý1 

which follows the dike, and turns via an arc into the drift; variations of the cross-sectional 

area A(ýz, t) of dike, connecting arc, and drift are captured in the model.  

Figure 2. A vertical cross section of the magma dike and drift system defines the various 

length scales involved in typical flow-tube model simulations.  

Table 1. Summary of presented simulations in space-time plots.  

Simulation Figure Configuration Friction Dike tip Duration 

Pt (MPa) (s) 

Resonance 7 horizontal drift none - 0.78 

Reference la 8 dike & drift [to = 10kgm-1 s-I, a = 70% 20 1.139 

Reference lb 9 dike & drift o = 10 kg m-'s-z, -- 70% 20 11.39 

Fragmentation 14 dike & drift [to = 10 kg m-'s-', c = 80 % 20 11.39 

Time-varying 15 dike & drift [o = 10 kg n- s8-, c = 70 % 20 11.39 

A(ý,t) 

Linear A(ý) 16 dike & drift [o = 10 kg m-1s-,8 a = 70% 20 11.39
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Figure 3. This schematic explains the three characteristic phases in time during magma

air interactions in a dike-drift system. Scales are exaggerated. The initial conditions in 

each of the depicted phases are different for explanatory reasons.  

Figure 4. Four regions appear in this space-time sketch for a shock tube in magma, left 

of the interface, and air, right of the interface.  

Figure 5. (a) The speed of the shock in air versus the dike-tip pressure Pt for the 

separated magma-air fluid (solid line), the shock in magma for a pure magma fluid 

(dashed line), and the shock in air only (dashed-dotted line). Speeds of pure air and 

magma-air fluid interfaces are thin versions of their shock lines. (b) The travel time of 

these shocks in a 200 m long tunnel as function of Pt for the magma-air, magma and air 

fluids, respectively.  

Figure 6. Space-time diagram of the resonating shock interactions between tunnel wall 

and melt-air interface. The vertical axis is space, the horizontal axis is time. The interface 

is denoted by a dashed-dotted line and shocks by a solid line. Initially, there is an upper 

state 1 in the basaltic fluid, an intermediate air state 2, and a lower air state 3 at rest.  

Effects of gravity and friction are absent.
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Figure 7. Velocity, density and pressure profiles are shown for a simulation of resonating 

shocks between a tunnel wall and magma-air interface. The wall of the horizontal tunnel 

is at the right; the boundary on the left is open and allows inflow (and outflow). The 

crosses at the &1-axis indicate the forward moving positions of the interface, except in the 

pressure plot where circles indicate positions and pressures of the magma-air interface.  

Initial values of the pressures are P, = 0.2 MPa (magma), P2 = 0.2 MPa (air) and 

P3 = 0.1 MPa (air). Observe the strong compression of air as time advances. Gravity 

plays no role.  

Figure 8. Velocity, density and pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions 

in a dike-drift system. The simulation encompasses 2.734 s and each of the 41 profiles 

is spaced 0.0683 s apart. Profiles in dike and drift have been separated to emphasize 

the different scaling in dike and drift. The rarefaction wave in the dike, the magma-air 

interface (only visible in the density profile), and the shock wave have been indicated.  

Short-time reference simulation 101.  

Figure 8. Continued, short-time reference simulation 101.  

Figure 9. Velocity, density and pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions 

in a dike-drift system during 11.39 s in 26 profiles each spaced 0.456 s apart. Long-time 

reference simulation 060.  

Figure 9. Continued, long-time reference simulation 060.
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Figure 10. (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S, 

the ratio of the maximum pressure drop in magma over the initial pressure drop across 

the shock in air, are shown versus initial dike-tip pressure Pt for runs: 064) Pt = 25 MPa, 

060) Pt = 20 MPa, 061) Pt = 15 MPa, and 063) Pt = 12 MPa.  

Figure 11. (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification 

S are shown versus volatile content no for simulations (with different initial dike-tip 

pressures): 067) no = 2.5 wt%, Pt = 20 MPa; 060) no = 2 wt%, Pt = 20 MPa; 065) 

no = 1.5 wt%, Pt = 15 MPa; and 071) no = 1 wt%, Pt = 10 MPa.  

Figure 12. (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification 

S are shown versus frictional coefficient go for runs: 060) [to = 10kgm-'s-1, 072) 

ILo = 50 kg m-1 s-1, and 073)/to = 100 kg m-1 s-1.  

Figure 13. (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S 

are shown versus fragmentation level a for runs: 060) a = 70%, 082) a = 80%, and 084) 

a = 90%.  

Figure 14. Pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system 

for simulation 082 with a fragmentation level of 80% instead of the 70% in the reference 

simulation. The scaling of the axes and time intervals is identical to the one in Fig. 9.  

Figure 15. Pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system 

with a time-dependent cross section A(ý, t) increasing to its "reference" value during ten 

seconds. Simulation 097 ends at t = 11.39 s. 26 profiles are shown separated 0.456 s 

apart.
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Figure 16. Pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system 

with a cross section A varying linearly between Adike and Adrift in the transition zone.  

The scaling of axes and the offset in stack plots is the same as in Fig. 9. Simulation 076.  

Figure 17. (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S 

are shown versus the length of a finite-depth dike for runs: 102) 50 m, 103) 100 m, 104) 

300m, and 105) 500m.
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Figure 2: A vertical cross section of the magma dike and drift system defines the various length scales 
involved in typical flow-tube model simulations.

Simulation Figure Configuration Friction

_______________ .1 1 I I I
Resonance 

Reference la 
Reference lb 

Fragmentation 
Time-varying 

A(ý,t) 
Linear A(ý)

7 
8 
9 
14 
15 

16

horizontal drift 
dike & drift 
dike & drift 
dike & drift 
dike & drift 

dike & drift

none 
po = lOkgm-1 s- 1,oe = 70% 
po = lOkgm-1 s-1,a = 70% 
go = 10kgm-1 8-1,a = 80% 

o = 10kgm- 1 s- 1 ,a = 70% 

po = lOkgm - 1 s-l,a = 70%

Table 1: Summary of presented simulations in space-time plots.
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Figure 9: Continued, long-time reference simulation 060.  
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Figure 10: (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S, the ratio of the 
maximum pressure drop in magma over the initial pressure drop across the shock in air, are shown versus 

initial dike-tip pressure Pt for runs: 064) Pt = 25 MPa, 060) Pt = 20 MPa, 061) Pt = 15 MPa, and 063) 
Pt = 12 MPa.
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Figure 11: (a) Maximum pressure Pma, in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S are shown versus volatile 

content no for simulations (with different initial dike-tip pressures): 067) no = 2.5 wt%, Pt = 20 MPa; 060) 

no = 2wt%,Pt = 20MPa; 065) no = 1.5 wt%,Pt = 15 MPa; and 071) no = lwt%,Pt = 1OMPa.  
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Figure 13: (a) Maximum pressure Pmax in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S are shown versus 
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Figure 14: Pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system for simulation 082 
with a fragmentation level of 80% instead of the 70% in the reference simulation. The scaling of the axes 
and time intervals is identical to the one in Fig. 9.
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Figure 15: Pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system with a time
dependent cross section A(ý, t) increasing to its "reference" value during ten seconds. Simulation 097 ends 

at t = 11.39 s. 26 profiles are shown separated 0.456 s apart.
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Figure 16: Pressure profiles are shown for magma-air interactions in a dike-drift system with a cross section 
A varying linearly between Adike and Adrift in the transition zone. The scaling of axes and the offset in 
stack plots is the same as in Fig. 9. Simulation 076.  
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Figure 17: (a) Maximum pressure Pma,, in the tunnel, and (b) shock amplification S are shown versus the 
length of a finite-depth dike for runs: 102) 50 m, 103) 100m, 104) 300 m, and 105) 500 m.
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